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Abstract—With recent advancements in the Internet of things,
challenges to secure devices and data related to devices
have increased. Adversaries using different threats manage to
clone/hack/tamper devices by hacking credentials stored in cen-
tralised databases. In this work, a decentralised approach using
blockchain is proposed to check the authenticity of the device/user
trying to access the services of the service provider network. The
proposed method uses public and private blockchain networks
and Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) to authenticate the
device/user and to store their credentials. The decentralised
application runs on Hyperledger Fabric, an open-source platform
for building blockchain networks. The proposed protocol is tested
and implemented in the physical testbed containing Raspberry
Pi and Arduino Mega’s.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Overview
Authentication enables service-providing networks to stay

secure by permitting only authenticated users to access their

network or protected resources. Any device or user can provide

their unique credentials to get into the network, but the

genuineness of the user can not be known unless there is a

source that will verify the genuineness of the device or user.

Getting proof of the existence of the device or user from an

authorized point of contact can complete authentication. The

traditional approach uses a centralised database [1] to store

the device’s credentials for authentication. The centralised

database has a threat of a single point of failure (SPOF)

[2], and adversaries can also hack or modify the credentials

in the database. To overcome these threats, blockchain, a

decentralised and immutable approach, comes to the rescue.

Blockchain is a decentralized digital ledger that records

transactions securely and transparently. Blockchain is a chain

of blocks where each block contains a cryptographic hash

of the previous block, a timestamp, and transaction data of

the current block. Once a block is added to the blockchain,

the data inside the block cannot be modified, ensuring the

integrity and immutability of the information stored on the

network. This makes blockchain ideal for applications like

cryptocurrency transactions, supply chain management, and

voting systems. The decentralized nature of blockchain means

that it operates on a peer-to-peer network, with no central

authority controlling the network. This enhances security and

helps prevent fraud, and avoids SPOF in the system. Overall,

blockchain technology offers a secure and transparent way of

recording and verifying transactions and is set to impact a

range of industries in the future significantly.

Decentralised applications are more widely used due to their

advantages over centralised applications. Blockchain technol-

ogy provides security and immutability to the data and also

builds trust between the parties involved in the network with

the help of Peer to Peer system and consensus algorithm.

There are mainly two types of blockchains, public and private.

In public blockchain, the data is available to everyone, and

anyone can participate in consensus by joining the network.

The Private Blockchain [3] network is only restricted to

permitted or allowed users who can view of modify data. The

permission to allow a peer to participate in the network lies

only for a certificate authority present in the network.

On the other hand, the service provider networks are the

ones that provide services or resources to the users/devices re-

questing or in need. In order to avail services from the service

provider network, a device/user should undergo authentication

to verify the device/user’s unique identity and genuineness.

That’s where Physically Unclonable Function (PUF) comes

into the picture, which can generate a unique bit stream of

information from the intrinsic properties of a hardware device.

Using a PUF key and proposed protocol, we verify the device

that’s present in a hybrid network and then allow the device

into the private network. Hybrid blockchain networks are those

which possess properties of both private and public blockchain

networks.

B. Physical Unclonable Function
A Physical Unclonable Functions (also called Physically

Unclonable Function), PUF, is a function which generates

a unique response for a given challenge (input) called as

Challenge Response Pairs (CRPs). These CRPs act as a

distinctive ID for semiconductor devices like microprocessors.

PUFs are frequently based on distinctive physical variations

that naturally occur during the fabrication of semiconductors

[4]. Even the manufacturers of these devices cannot control

these exact variations as it depends on a unique threshold

voltage for each transistor on a chip [5]. Hence, the PUFs

can be used to generate unique fingerprint for a device based

on the device physical variants. PUFs are frequently employed
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in applications with high security needs, notably cryptography,

and are commonly implemented in integrated circuits.

Generally, whenever a device tries to enter a network, they

provide credentials and prove its authenticity. After authenti-

cation, if the device is proven authentic, certain authorizations

and access for the services are given to the device/user.

But, verifying the device/user every time with their proof of

existence and originality could bring a high computation cost

to the service-providing network. Hence, the system to verify

device authenticity using hybrid and private blockchain is pro-

posed where hybrid blockchain deals with storing the device

credentials via manufacturer during registration, and private

blockchain will store current authenticated device credentials

and also previous attempts (if any) made by the current device

to save the computation time during next authentication. PUF

will be used as a unique fingerprint ID and a unique secret key

(K) specific to device will also be used as device credentials.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

A. Background Work

The initial survey includes analysis of different blockchain

platforms. Well-known Public Blockchain networks such as

Ethereum [6] and Bitcoin [7] allow anyone to join the network

as a peer, and anyone can register into the network pro-

vided the required details. Ethereum included smart contracts

(a collection of self-verifying, self-executing, and tamper-

resistant programs [8]) into the blockchain, with Ether as its

cryptocurrency. This platform allows the developer to write

smart contracts specific to the service by taking a fee for each

transaction in terms of gas. As Ethereum allows to develop a

public network, the data can be publicly available, which is a

confidentiality issue.

Private blockchain networks do not allow unknown peers to

enter the network, thus providing confidentiality to the data.

Many platforms allow the development of a private blockchain

network, such as Hyperledger Fabric (HLF) [9], funded by

Linux Foundation, where one can design and deploy a network

along with chain code (used as smart contracts in HLF).

In order to adapt the system to specific use cases and trust

models, it provides modular consensus mechanisms.

Similarly, IOTA [10] is an open-source cryptocurrency and

distributed ledger created for the Internet of Things (IoT).

Compared to distributed ledgers based on blockchain, it is

more scalable because it uses a directed acyclic graph to

store transactions. Transaction validation in IOTA does not

involve miners. Instead, nodes that send out new network

transactions must first authorise two older ones. The ability

to issue transactions without charging a fee so makes micro-

transactions possible. Using a coordinator node run by the

IOTA Foundation, the network reaches consensus. Therefore,

HLF & IOTA don’t need a separate concept of miners to

validate a transaction, but the peers in the network validate

the transaction.

B. Related Works

This section discusses the literature review on different

authentication protocols for IoT devices. In [1], authors have

used low-cost hardware devices to generate secret IDs and

authenticate them using the proposed communication protocol,

which is proved to be rigid and robust against attacks. This

paper shows how to recognise an IoT device using a PUF key.

In [11], authors have used Digital signatures, Hashing

and SRAM PUF to generate a unique ID for a device and

authenticate the device based on digital signature and update

on the ledger. The protocol is scalable and robust but is

computationally expensive.

In [12], authors have proposed a mutual authentication

scheme for the Internet of Things (IoT) that uses Physically

Unclonable Functions (PUF) and blockchain technology. The

proposed scheme aims to enhance the security of IoT de-

vices by utilizing PUF as a cryptographic key generator and

blockchain for secure data storage and communication. The

authors evaluate the proposed scheme and show improved

security, privacy, and reliability compared to traditional au-

thentication methods. This research contributes to developing

secure authentication schemes for IoT systems and highlights

the potential of combining PUF and blockchain technology for

securing IoT devices.

In [13], the authors have proposed a authentication protocol

PUFchain 2.0 which enhances the security and sustainability

of the original PUFchain system by incorporating hardware-

based PUFs for device authentication and secure data storage.

The authors have shown that the use of PUFs provides robust

protection against various attacks and enhances the system’s

privacy by preventing unauthorized access to patient data.

Additionally, PUFchain 2.0 utilizes a consensus mechanism

and cryptographic techniques to ensure secure and efficient

data transfer between devices in the network.

In [14], authors have proposed a combination of symmetric

cryptography and zero-knowledge proofs to securely authen-

ticate devices and users in the network while preserving their

privacy. The protocol also allows users to revoke access to their

personal data anytime, providing an additional layer of con-

trol and security. The authors perform extensive simulations

and evaluations of the proposed protocol, demonstrating its

effectiveness in preserving privacy while providing secure au-

thentication in IoT-AmI environments. This research highlights

the importance of privacy-preserving authentication protocols

in IoT-AmI systems and provides a promising solution for

ensuring user privacy in these environments.

In [15], authors have proposed a decentralized framework

for ensuring device authentication and data security in the

Internet of Medical Things (IoMT). The authors claim that

the existing authentication and security methods in the IoMT

are insufficient, as they are centralized and susceptible to

hacking, and therefore propose a decentralized framework.

This framework uses a combination of blockchain and cryp-

tography to ensure secure communication between devices

and protect sensitive medical data. The authors described the
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design and implementation of the framework and evaluated its

performance in terms of communication overhead, processing

time, and memory usage. The results show that the decen-

tralized framework provides a secure and efficient solution

for device authentication and data security in the IoMT. The

paper concludes that the proposed framework can be useful

for ensuring the security and privacy of medical devices and

data in the next generation of the IoMT.

In [16], authors have proposed a new authentication method

for Internet of Things (IoT) devices using a combination

of blockchain technology and Physical Unclonable Functions

(PUF). The authors claim that existing authentication methods

for IoT devices are vulnerable to attacks and lack the ability

to provide a secure and efficient authentication process. To

address this issue, they propose a blockchain-based authenti-

cation method that uses PUF to create a secure key for each

device. The authors describe the design and implementation

of the authentication method and evaluate its performance

in terms of communication overhead, processing time, and

security. The results show that the proposed authentication

method provides a secure and efficient solution for IoT de-

vices, improving existing methods. The paper concludes that

blockchain-based authentication with PUF is a promising

solution for the security and privacy of IoT devices in the

Industry Internet of Things (IIoT).

In [17], the authors have shown an ownership transfer

protocol which is based on public blockchain. Their work

focuses on tracking and tracing of Integral Circuits (ICs) in

Supply Chain Management. Each IC will get an unqiue ID

generated using PUF which is stored in the public blockchain

to verify IC’s authenticity. The authors made deployment on

Ethereum blockchain network. The work is mainly concen-

trated on ownership transfer, tracing and tracking but not on

device/user authentication.

C. Outcome of Literature Review
By the protocols and methods discussed in the above

survey, the observations are as follows:

∙ To the best of our knowledge, no work is done using

private and hybrid blockchain networks to store and

secure the data for device authentication.

∙ To the best of our knowledge, no work is done using

private blockchain to store data after authentication.

∙ An article [1] has used a centralised server to store

credentials that are vulnerable to attacks. If credentials

are known to the adversary, then the entire authentication

protocol fails.

The Literature review summary is shown in TABLE I

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The proposed work uses two blockchain networks to im-

plement the decentralised authentication protocol. One is a

hybrid blockchain network, and the other is a permissioned

private blockchain network. Generally, the flow is like when a

device/user comes to get into the private network for services,

Fig. 1. Proposed System Architecture

the client-application of the private blockchain network,i.e.,

fabric-client the API (Application Programming Interface) ser-

vice, will check if the device/user is in the private blockchain

network. Suppose the device/user has not yet entered into

the private network; then the authentication process starts by

fetching the data of the device/user from the hybrid blockchain

network as well as from the device. The hybrid blockchain

network is expected to have data of all the legal devices.

A. System Architecture
The hybrid blockchain, is a blockchain network with proper-

ties of both public and private blockchain networks. It’s a mix

of both networks, hence called hybrid. This hybrid blockchain

network contains properties of a private blockchain network;

it only allows permissioned peers to perform consensus and

gives editable data access to authorized users. This network

resembles a public blockchain network by providing access

to its data publicly. Both the blockchain networks will be

developed using Hyperledger Fabric 2.4, which consists of

fabric client. Fabric-client will be visible to the device/user

so that the user-authentication process occurs here. The work

also includes implementing the networks on a physical testbed

setup consisting of Raspberry PI and Arduino devices. The

role of Arduino devices comes in a while generating the PUF

key (unique ID of a device generated by taking reading from

SRAM) as mentioned in [1]. Fig.7 shows the sample testbed

used in the paper, and it is planned to implement this paper and

replicate the procedure to implement authentication protocol.

The IoT devices will be registered in the public blockchain

with the PUF key generated for the IoT device, which will be

stored in the public blockchain. The hash of the transaction

is stored in the IoT device so that it can be helpful when this

device is trying to enter into a private blockchain network.

B. Device registration and authentication
Device registration phase is initiated when a device is

manufactured by a manufacturer and the phase ends with the

successful registration of the device in HYBNET.

1) Device Registration to HYBNET: PUF key-based key

generation protocol [1] will generate a unique fingerprint ID

for each device. The Manufacturer registers the device into

the public blockchain network. The device registration phase

is shown in Fig. 2. The manufacturer reads the device’s PUF
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TABLE I. LITERATURE REVIEW 
SUMMARY

Au-
thor

PKI PUF Centralised Decentralised Test-
bed Remarks

[1] � � � � �
Uses centralised secured database, vulnera-
ble to attacks. They are not using error cor-
rection techniques for PUF key generation.

[11]
� � � � �

Computationally expensive, scalable and ro-
bust.

[12]
� � � � �

Effective in preventing unauthorized access
by attackers

[13]
� � � � � Robust

[14] � � � � �
Provides a secure approach to authentication
that prioritizes user privacy and security.

[15] � � � � � Reliable and secure.

[16] � � � � �
Secure and efficient while maintaining a low
computation and communication overhead.

[17] � � � � �
Public blockchain is used for deployment.
Work is not concentrated on device/user
authentication.

TABLE II. KEYWORDS 
DESCRIPTION

Keyword Abbreviation

PUF Physically Unclonable Function

SK Secret Key

SPOF Single Point of Failure

HLF Hyperledger Fabric

IoT Internet of Things

IC Integrated Circuit

SRAM Static random-access memory

MAC Media Access Control

IoMT Internet of Medical Things

IIoT Industry Internet of Things

API Application Programming Interface

HYBNET Hybrid Blockchain Network

PVTNET Private Blockchain Network

SDK Software Development Kit

Tx Transaction Hash

JWT JSON Web Token

PKI Public Key Infrastructure

Fig. 2. Device Registration in HYBNET
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key and generates a secret key (SK). Manufacturer computes

Ri by using Eq. 1. The HYBNET will store Ri, the XOR of

both the PUF key and secret key (SK), in its distributed ledger.

𝑅𝑖 = 𝑃𝑈𝐹𝐾𝑒𝑦 ⊕ 𝑆𝐾 (1)

Whenever the Ri is stored in the HYBNET, the transaction

will produce a hash value called transaction hash (Tx). This

Tx is stored in the device along with SK for further use.

2) Device Authentication: The authentication phase

is initiated when a device requests or shows interest in

joining the service provider network to avail services. The

device authentication phase is shown in the Fig.3. Fabric-

client-application is an API, a part of PVTNET based on

Hyperledger Fabric. As shown in the Fig.3, When a device

enters the private network, the device contacts the fabric

client. The device provides its Secret Key (SK), Transaction

Hash (Tx) and PUF key to the PVTNET Fabric client. When

the device tries to get authenticated, there can be two cases.

The first case is if the device is already registered in the

PVTNET (or already authenticated previously), then the

device will get authenticated directly by fetching data from

PVTNET, and there will be no further communication with

HYBNET. In the second case, if the device is not registered

in the PVTNET (or first time authentication), the PVTNET’s

fabric client requests the HYBNET for Ri by sending Tx,

which is provided by the device. HYBNET gives a response

as R1
i to the fabric client if the device is registered with

Tx in the HYBNET. If Tx is not present in HYBNET, then

authentication fails since the device is considered as not

registered by the manufacturer and considered as a fake

or adversary. In the next step, the PVTNET’s fabric client

computes Ri using credentials (PUF Key and SK) submitted

by the device during the first step. If Ri and R1
i match,

authentication will be successful, and the device will get

registered in the PVTNET, else if Ri and R1
i does not match,

authentication is a failure.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Building Blockchain Networks
The two blockchain networks, both hybrid and private

blockchain networks, are designed with three organizations in

each network. Each network consists of three organizations,

three peers (one peer for each organization), one orderer, three

CouchDB databases (one for each peer), and three certificate

authorities (one for each organization). Organizations are

groups that participate in the network for trust in data and

services present in the blockchain.

There is one difference between HYBNET and PVTNET.

The permissions of organizations present in HYBNET and

PVTNET are different. The PVTNET is set such that the users

who enter that network can change the data in it. But as for

HYBNET, two sets of rules are included. One rule is view-

only, where users only view the data, and the other rule is write

the data so that manufacturers can add the device’s Ri value.

Fig. 3. Device Authentication

In HYBNET, an organization is solely dedicated to the users

who opt for view-only and can register under this organization

only.

1) Setting up network and joining the peers: Setting up a

blockchain network is discussed below. The steps for building

blockchain will be same for both hybrid & private blockchain

networks unless it is mentioned separately. The first step is

to generate crypto material using cryptogen tool (available in

Hyperledger fabric). This generates files required to up the

containers of peers and orderers of all three organizations

(Org1, Org2, Org3). The crypto material also includes the

blockchain’s genesis block, which is the first block of the

chain, which is essential for the network to run. This material

also contains the private key of the peers and orderer, certifi-

cates to authorize any user to join the network, and authority

files to join any new authentic peers to the network to take part

in consensus. The next step is to setup the containers of peers

& orderer. Containers are started running using docker images

of peer, orderer, and certificate authorities in Hyperledger

fabric. Docker-compose configuration is written so that the

orderer is exposed to communicate with the organizations in

the network. The peers can interact with the orderer. Three

CouchDB instances are started (one for each peer), they store

the ledger sheet of the blockchain.

Once all the instances required for the network are setup, the

instances are needed to be connected. Each CouchDB instance
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has already connected to its respective peer while instantiating

the peer-containers. The peers’ configuration is changed to

make them communicate with the orderer running at a certain

port. The orderer and the three peers of organizations Org1,

Org2, and Org3 are added to the channel (communication

medium). This channel can be considered a network. Once

the organizations have joined the network, anchor-peers (peers

responsible for gossiping, they communicate with the orderer

and pass the information to other peers of the same orga-

nization) are updated. For the proposed protocol, we have

used only one peer. As there is only a peer existing for

each organization, each is an anchor peer. All the peers in

the network are endorsing peers (peers participating in the

consensus).

2) Chaincode: As the network is developed, the next step is

to develop chaincode and deploy it onto the peers. Chaincode

is coded in Go Language and contains Device Contract, where

Ri of the device is stored in the ledger as a transaction. The ID

of the transaction is the hash of Ri. CRUD (Create, Retrieve,

Update, Delete) Operations are coded in the chaincode. The

chaincode can fetch the transaction given the transaction hash

as the input. The following steps are involved in deploying the

chaincode onto the peers:

1) Installing all dependencies

2) Package Chaincode

3) Install Chaincode on all Endorsing Peer

4) Approve Chaincode as per Lifecycle Endorsement Policy

5) Commit Chaincode Definition

After the above-mentioned steps are done, the chaincode is

initiated, and a sample input is given, which is considered as

invoking (executing) the chaincode inorder to test it.

A binary called peer (Available in Hyperledger Fabric)

handles joining, connecting peers and deploying chaincode

onto the peers.

3) Fabric Client API services: A Fabric blockchain net-

work can be interacted with by applications using the Hy-

perledger Fabric SDK (Software Development Kit). It offers

a straightforward API so that programmers and users can

easily add transactions to ledgers or query their contents.

The Fabric Client API is an API that communicates with a

private blockchain network. The API communicates with the

certificate authorities in order to register a device or user to the

network. By registering, API gets a private key, which is stored

in the wallet of their respective organization. The certificates

of each organization are generated using fabric tools and

stored. The certificates, private key of devices are gener-

ated using their organisation’s Membership Service Provider

(MSP). Users can register to an organisation specifying the

organisation name, Manufacturer ID. After getting registered,

the user can login with their credentials. The user can invoke

transactions here after a successful login.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Two Fabric Client applications are designed and developed.

One for HYBNET and the other for PVTNET. The Fabric-

client API of HYBNET provides end-points where it allows

manufacturers to register and login. The logged-in manufac-

turer can add a device’s Ri through a request which stores the

Ri and returns a Tx for this device. The HYBNET stores the

Ri of the device, and the ID of the asset in the chaincode is

hashed value of Ri known as Tx. Fig.4 shows the processing of

requests made to HYBNET and the registration of the device

in HYBNET.

When a device tries to enter PVTNET, it has to com-

municate using Fabric Client API and get authenticated by

following the proposed protocol. The Fig.5 shows successful

registration of device in PVTNET which indicates successful

authentication.

The Fabric client APIs are tested using Postman, is an API

platform where developers can design, build, test and iterate

their APIs. Fig.6 shows the working of API in Postman. The

APIs allow you to register into it and login. In order to access

the services provided in the application, the user or a device

has to login. On successful login the device gets a JWT which

is valid for only a certain amount of time. With the help of

JWT, the device can access the services.

The PUF key generation and the proposed authentication 
protocol is implemented in the physical testbed as shown in 
Fig.7. The components used for the testbed setup is shown in 
the Table III.

TABLE III. COMPONENTS USED IN 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Component Specification

Raspberry Pi

4 model B, 64-bit Quad core cortex-A72 (ARM
V8) processor, 1.5 GHz clock speed, raspbian
Operating system, 4 GB SDRAM

Arduino
Mega 2560 microcontroller, 16MHz clock
speed, 8 KB SRAM, 256 KB flashmemory

Laptop

AMD Ryzen 7 processor, 2.9 GHz clock speed,
Windows 11 Operating system with WSL 2, 16
GB RAM, 512 SSD

The time analysis of the proposed authentication protocol 

is shown in the Table IV.

A. Computational Cost Analysis

TABLE IV. TIME ANALYSIS 
OF PROTOCOL

Time parameters Time Taken (𝜇 sec)

Time to register a device in HYBNET 4555395.690

Time to authenticate a new device in PVTNET 160103.526

Time to authenticate a device that is already
registered in PVTNET

3526.432
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Fig. 4. Registering device by Manufacturer

Fig. 5. Authentication of device in PVTNET

Fig. 6. Authentication of the device using Postman

Fig. 7. Test bed to generate PUF key

The time taken to register a device in a Hybrid network

is relatively high, as the registration in a Hybrid network

includes the XOR operation to generate Ri, stored in the

Hybrid blockchain network ledgers. The process also includes

generation transaction hash Tx, which is stored in the device

for further use. Compared the registration, authentication of

a new device in PVTNET takes less time, as regeneration

of PUF key and rendering of Ri from transaction hash Tx

is involved, which needs to build a communication with

the hybrid network and device. Finally the time taken to

authenticate an already registered device in PVTNET is way

less compared to registration and authentication as it involves

minimum comparison steps.

The computational cost analysis of our proposed protocol is

is shown in Table V. For computational cost analysis, we have

considered Physical Uncontrollable Function (PUF), Hash (H),
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bitwise-XOR (XOR), Random number (R) and Bio-metric (B)

as metrices. Each metric is denoted by a subscript, showing

the number of times it is used in the protocol. The overall

computational cost of our proposed protocol is very low when

compared to other state-of-the-art protocols. The comparison

is shown in the Fig.8.

TABLE V. COMPUTATIONAL 
COST ANALYSIS

Protocol Computational Cost

Protocol-1 [18] H22 + PUF5 + XOR16 + R3 + B1

Protocol-2 [14] H7 + PUF2 + XOR20 + R7 + B1

Protocol-3 [19] H14 + PUF2 + XOR16 + R4 + B1

Proposed Protocol H2 + PUF2 + XOR2 + R1

Fig. 8. Computational Cost Analysis

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Securing the IoT devices and data associated with the

devices is a challenging task in the current era. The proposed

authentication protocol secures IoT device and IoT device

credentials and enables devices to access private network

services securely using blockchain. The device-specific

credentials like PUF key and secret key are used to verify

the identity and authenticity of the device. The blockchain

provides immutability to the device credentials and stores

them securely. The proposed protocol is physically tested

and implemented in a testbed. The proposed protocol is

computationally less expensive when compared to other

state-of-the-art protocols. The future work will be to add

scalability to the proposed protocol and to do a formal

security analysis of the same.
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